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"Yes I did.
You see, you are very per<?eptive.
cooking classes are over next week and I thlnk our
sessions have also done about as much for us as we
could hope.
And of course--"

My

, , h e d f or h e r , "once we've had
"of course," I flnls
this talk it has to be over anyway."
"I really do like you," she said, "and I'm
grateful . "
I just smiled.

Warmly

I

hope.

THE SEARCH FOR SOLITUDE - A PERAMBULATION
,F ebruary 7, 1994

Dr. John A. MacLeod

A favorite walk in our Clifton neighborhood that
my wife Bobby and I enjoy is the stroll along Lafayette
Avenue to Mt. storm and then to return.
The way is
marked by gracious homes in the quiet area, the peaks
of the castles of Clifton, the more open fields of the
old Sacred Heart Academy - now the handsome Windings
development, and finally the slopes of Mt. Storm with
the many vie ws of the valley and the spreading city
below.
The walk is long enough to provide some leg
stretching and varied enough throughout the seasons of
th e year to provide interest and stimula tion.
Over the
years we have traveled this path many times, usually
with little company, but that is an aspect of the walk
that is gradually changing.
My noting that change is one of a number of
impressions that have guided my attention and interest
to my subject this evening. Whatever the responsible
influences may be, there has been a very gradual but
ste ady incre ase in the number of walke rs, an irregular
increase in cyclists, a stream - at times approaching a
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torrent - of joggers - and naturally cars ran~jng from
jalopy to luxurious, driven with styles verging on the
reckless to decorous.
None of these fellow citizens
have daunt ed us from our appointed round and our
pleasure in the Mt. storm outing continues.
You will
observe, however, that I am left thoughtful, at times
even worried, by the number and manner of people in
whose company I find myself - unbidden.
That thoughtfulness received a jolt recently when
I was casually scanning an article entitled
"Environmental Change and Violent Conflict" in the
February 1993 issue of "Scientific American." The
article begins:
"Within the next fifty years, the
human population is likely to exceed nine billion, and
global economic output may quintuple.
Largely as a
resu lt of thRse two trend s, scarci ties of renewable
reso urces may increase sharply. The total area of
highly productive agricultural land will drop, as will
the extent of forests and the number of species they
sustai n.
Future generations will also experience the
on-going depletion and degradation of aquifers, rivers
and other bodies of water, the decline of fisheries,
further stratospheric ozone loss and, perhaps,
significant climatic change. II
A team of researchers was assembled to examine the
consequences of these developments and they have
reported their initial findings.
The evidence that
they gathered points to a disturbing conclusion:
scarcities of renewable resources are already
contributing to violent conflicts in many parts of the
world.
These conflicts may foreshadow a surge of
~imilar vio~ence in coming decades, particularly in
poor ~ountrles where shortages of water, foresLs and,
espec1ally, fertile land, coupled with rapidly
expanding popUlations, already cause great hardship.
The.cer~ainty of even more unbidden company, possibly
actl~e ln non-accommodating ways, has led me to
consl~er ~urther.the place of uncrowded or solitary
~ur~u1ts In ~y Ilfe.
(The world popUlation presently
IS In the ne1ghborhood of five billion.)
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For many years I carried the view that I enjoyed a
broad spectrum of activities with no remarkable
priority being assigned to anyone or several of them.
However, in more recent years, I have gained or g~asped
the insight that there is a need to have opportunlty
for quiet contemplation, not necessarily in solitude,
and that activities offering such opportunity appear to
be gaining ascendancy in my arrangements.
Perhaps I am entering, or have entered, what
Anthony storr, the English psychiatrist and writer, has
labeled "the third period," a term he uses and explains
in his book titled, "Solitude," published in 1988.
In
referring primarily to productive individuals or
artists Storr says, "The first period therefore -- is
one in which the artist has usually not fully
discovered his individual voice." He goes on to say,
"As an artist becomes more confident, he gains the
courage to dispense with whatever aspects of the past
are irrelevant to himself, and enters his second
period, in which both his mastery and his individuality
are clearly manifest.
Th e second period may occupy the
greater part of lif e ."
In desGribing the third period
storr says, " The person frees himself from mundane
goals and attachments, and turns instead to the
cUltivat i on of his own interior garden." "There is a
tendency to turn from empathy toward abstraction; to be
less involved in life's dramas, more concerned with
life's patterns.
It is a time whe n communication with
others tends to be replaced by works depending more
upon solitary meditation."
What all of this comes to is that I had not
realized how dep e ndent my equilibrium had become on
reasonable measures of solitude until I acknowledged to
myself that the vision of an even more crowded world
was striking within myself rather deep, persistent and
disturbing chords.
How much this realization was
dependent on aging, or possibly more gently stated
maturation, how much on other not yet identified
factors, I am not prepared to say.
But I should not
have been surprised.
My way of workin g, for years, as
a psychoanalyst, in a major way has relied on the
opportunjt y to use listening, feeli ng, thinking,
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understanding and imagining within myself - or in
concert with another - as a method for learning,
helping - at times even curing. A reflective,
introspective, optimally unpressured, uncrowded
activity that has brought me a sense of fulfillment, a
sense of personal growth and satisfaction that
predictably would be threatened by an increasing press
of crowded, hurried humanity.
You will note some of the roots of these needs and
satisfactions in previous Literary Club papers of mine.
In the paper "An Island Story" I described the
development of a paradigm of refreshment and renewal the morning row around an island in a New Hampshire
lake.
In the paper liThe Summer of '39" the development
of an independent, autonomous functioning through farm
experience is recounted, a felicitous teenage period.
But in earlier years I had not anticipated the
centrality that reflective, relatively alone activity
would have in my adult life, and with good reason. The
earliest years I refer to are the middle 194 0's .
The pace of the war years and medical school at
that time, the primacy of doing, movi ng, getting to the
next step, the next learning phase, the acquisition of
the next skill captured all of my attention and energy.
Even as I entered medical school I was heavily oriented
toward an action mode.
My intent was to become a
surgeon.
And there was encouragement to pursue such a
goal as I accomplished sufficie ntly my first year in
Anatomy that I was asked to be a Prosector, someone who
prepared the demonstration dissections - always in the
late evening - for the Anatomy lectures the following
morning.
My fame, or notoriet y, as a dissector that
year derived from my producing a most impressive
erection in a demonstration cadaver through my
inserting a probe into the bladder in order to reveal
the urethra - a demonstration that gave the Anatomy
professor the next morning an epic moment as he
unveiled the cadaver to the class, including the first
women students in the medical school . At this late
date I can reveal my complete blocking of conscious
awareness of what I was doing that night beyond
preparing a competent anatomy dissection but the gales
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of laughter as the first year ~lass ente~ed the
cafeteria for lunch the followlng day qUlckly helped me
get in touch with more obscure interior motives.
Fortu nately good humor has invaded my unconscious often
enough.
Perhaps those late night hours alone with the
cadaver persuaded me to look for other paths.
However
that is I found myself increasingly interested in
l earning and helping through examining and talking with
patie nts - rather than doing procedures - and after a
brief alliance with orthopeuic surgery - I finished
medical school bound to be an internist.
There followed two years at Hartford Hospital, one
as a rotating intern and the second as a resident in
Medicine. Those were exciting and gratifying times Broad r esp onsibilities and
a nd continuously active.
good supervision led to a sharply rising curse of
fe eling compet e nt.
But there also grew within me a
c onviction that I needed to know more regarding what
patients ' inner experiences were before I could
comf ortably e nt er practice.
What had transpired during my second year at
Hartford Hospital was that I determined my development
as an internist required some concentrated experience
in Psychiatry and Psychosomatic Medicine and therefore
came to Cincinnati in the summer of 1950 just as the
Korean War was developing.
Quite promptly the war
propelled me to Washington where I entered the Air
Force and spent about two years as a triple threat, ln
a manner of speaking, as an internist, psychiatrist and
flight surgeon, however embryonic I might have been in
all three specialties.
Embr yon ic or not, the die was
cast during those years and on my return to Cincinnati
my activities on the psychoanalyt ic pathway became
increasingly focused and unint errup ted.
For many years
I was on the Faculty of the College of Medicine but
then took the leap of leaving the Medical School when I
decided I wa nted a more full time cli nical practice.
The nature of that practice was primarily seeing
patients in intensive long t erm tr ea tment, a kind of
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activity I fou nd difficult to stay focused on while
also immerse d in the some~imes rough and tumble day to
day events of a large medlcal center and medical
school.
At , t h e same time I was planning an office away
from the mal n stream of the medical center I felt the
necessity t o t hi nk through a number of additional
considerat ion s.
The e ssence of these considerations touches
squarely o n Bil l Burleigh's recent budget paper on
"Critica l Ma ss." For my purposes that notion
communicates t h e possibility of a number of people
working toge ther synergistically, creating an impact
beyond an d quali tatively different than that impact
might be fro the sum of th e ir individual efforts.
What this eve ntually came to is 25 professionals with
similar i n terests sharing office space in a building
also hous ing seminar rooms and a library.
Our building
is design ed to foster collaboration and communication,
but also priva cy and, for the most part, tranquility.
The sought fo r solitude is there and also the needed
balance of in teresting int er a c tion with a congenial
communit y .
By t he time I arrived at the juncture of leaving
the Medica l Center, over t wenty - five years ago, I had
seen enough of life and professional activity to
believe th a t there can be a pattern of work in solo
practice th a t produces an imbalance,of s~litude, , an
imbalance t e nding to creat e depr 7ss 1 on, inatte~tion and
irritability , rather than a rea~iness to tune lnto
another responsively. That belief has strengthened
over the ye ars to a conviction that there needs t~ be a
healthy mix of social and business ~xchanges out~ide ~f
an office or within a group of offices. My bel1eve 1S
that ther~ must be a just proportion in the search for
solitude and the sharing found with others.
This past summer one of my family suggested that I
read Jill Ke r Conway's autobiography liThe Road from
coorai n." She is a former president of smith College
who writes of her growing up experience in the Outback
of Australia, on the large but struggling sheep ranch
of her family.
The story c arries a great amount of
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warmth and compassion as she recalls the hard work, the
frontier living conditions, and her close family life.
But increasingly the story turns poignant as it becomes
evident that the strain of such a lonely existence is
too much for her parents, and difficult for Jill
hersel f as she observes the vulnerability of others of
the family but takes in her own as well.
Eventually,
after the death of her father, she moves with her
mother to Sydney in order to have a more average living
and school experience.
The change is finally managed
with success due to Jill's intelligence and application
of the imaginative persistence she has gained from
living in the Outback. Her early years clearly lacked
the just proportion of aloneness I see as necessary.
Not everyone will be prepared for relatively alone
activity and one's inclinations, or disinclinations,
can be respected with benefit. My own inclination
would be against living in the Outback but one of the
concerns I'm expressing here is that choices like that
are gradually going to disappear.
For me the richness
of relationships and community experie nce, the
nutriment I need, is found in a community such as
Cincinnati and the community makes possible the
benefits of soljtude of which I wri te.
But for others,
they may wel l thrive in, or require, an environment
that more approaches the Outback.
I am reminded of
another recent experi e n ce wh e n a friend told me of the
woodsman who had cleared and trimmed the hillside trail
on which we were walking . The woodsman was discontent
while with people but completely satisfied to spend
days along working in the woods, physically active for
hours at a time.
I'm sure we all know such people,
essentially non-cont emplative , but surely at peace with
their activities.
What I'm working to ward h ere is the development of
a comfortable se nse of immersion and then separation
from reflective, relatively alone experience - and that
such an immersion is more likely possible and useful in
someone whose interests and activities have approached
what I am calling just proportions.
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Not really as an aside - perhaps all of this is
somewhat moot for me as I look ahead to this year
filled with health care reform debate.
For me, and for
those doctors and people generally, who rely on
unhurried reflection and introspection, one of the
degradations I fear seems to be coming down the pike at
the very moment I'm writing these words.
Health care
reform is emblazoned on the movement. My intent is not
to analyze in depth the five plus pounds of legislation
under debate but rather to give a sense of the larger
picture as it might effect the doctor-patient
experience.
My usual inclination is not to bend my ear to Ann
Landers in matters other than those of the heart but as
she seems to have encapsulated some issues rather well
in a talk she gave recently to a medical gathering
under the title of "What do patients want of their
doctors?" I do bend my ear to her thoughts.
Her
response to the question was, "Competence, Compassion
and Time".
Th e crowd moving toward managed care,
reductions in cost and l arger numbers of patients
seeing small er numbers of doctors, seems headed in a
very different direction than the one suggested by Ann
Landers.
I do believe that all this country's citizens
should have access to qualified medical care but I do
have reservations about all or most of the proposed
changes.
The larger issue for me is exemplified by
reading that th e average duration of a visit to a
doctor in Japan is five minutes while the average
duration of a visit to a doctor in this country at this
time is 20 minutes.
competence and compassion have a
far greater opportunity to be exercised when a
reasonable time period is made available.
A chance to
converse, connect, and absorb is somewhat likely to
exist in 20 minutes though as you know from literature
and the media in general my mode tends to be a 50
minute hour.
Not incidentally, the average number of
visits in a year made by a Japa nese to his doctor is
12. The average number of visits in this country is 4.
I believe that competence, c ompassion and time may save
money in the long run by reducing, for example, the 12
v i sits per year experience of the Japanese to the 4
v isit s per year experience of the American.
Not that a
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year's time is an adequate sampling.
From all of this
it is clear that I see ourselves trending toward a
penny-wise, pound foolish reform.
John Kenneth Galbreath had it in a nutshell in a
column this past summer in the New York Times.
A
friend o f his, the former Dean of the Harvard School of
Public Health, had congratulated Galbreath on his
stopping smoking but gently pointed out that the
immediate savings in health care accomplished by
stopping smoking were greatly offset by the cost of his
medica l care during the years of added longevity.
Good
medica l care will result in long er life and with the
longer life greater medical expenses.
There is no
simple answer here.
However, my more general concern should be
evident. with the world population rapidly increasing,
the likelihood of delivering health care including
competence, compassion and a doctor's time appears
severely challenged. My hope continu es that islands of
qualit y ca n be developed and mainta ined, including the
employment of the doctor-patient relationship in all
its subtlety and depth. My belief is that such islands
of qua lity in research and medical care will produce
possib ilities for continuing the rapid advances in
medica l care . I do believe that we will have to work
harder and more continuously to hold onto the chance
for reflective activity but befor e I say more about
that notion let me say a bit more about the different
ways in which solitude can be experienced.
The quality of solitude fostering reflective
thought and quietly paced activity is far more
complicated than the state of being relatively alone or
relat ively stimulus free . One can read with complete
absorption in a crowded room.
One can read in a very
focused way, or think, or write, while listening to
music, or eating, or while flying in an airplane.
Our
states of mind are complex and endlessly varying.
I do
not want to oversimpli fy our experience but the notion
of solitude seems to have such a commonality that I
decided to use it as the guiding or organizing quality
for these observations.
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An interesting demonstration of some of the
complexity in th e experi e nce of solitude was described
to me recent ly by an artist friend as we conversed
about how she found the conditions necessary, or at
least facil itat i ng, for thinking and working
creatively. She i s the happy grandmother of a sizeable
yet still en l arg ing tribe of grandchildren.
The
children love to visi t the grandparents, and the
feeling is mu t al, ye t my friend has found that she is
unable to do her scu lpting if there are grandchildren
around the far m on which she and h er husband live.
The
significance is that she finds herself thinking - not
necessaril y worr y ing - about the children, whether or '
not they are i n the immediate room.
And sculpting is
necessar y to h er feeling happy.
In some contrast she
describe s her complete absorption i n her sculpting
a c tivity as one of a group of sculptors working noisily
with mallets and other c utt ing and shapi ng too1s.
The se f rie nds live in New Hampshir 7 and their
mention ta k es my mind to Lake Sunapee, ln t~at state,
as that l a ke represents such ~ re~arkab~e mlcr~coSm of
so many of the issues I have In m~nd thls e~enlng.
You
may feel some familiarity wi th the lake comln~ from ~
previous paper of mine. My rc~s~n for returnlng to lt
thi s evening is that it exem~llfles,so clearly not only
some o f the qualitie s promotlng sol~tude - the beauty,
the opportun ity for uncrowded exp~rlence - b~t also the
many threats pre sented by inc~easlng populatl~n,
urbani zatio n and the degradatlons of modern llfe.
To
counter the forces of degradation the Lake Sunapee
Protective Association h as been formed, not very
recently - some fifty years ago - but its activities
have multiplied and acce l erated remarkably in recent
years.
I describe the Assoc iation in some detail as I
7ee ~t e~itomi zing the kind of time, energy,
lrnaglnatlon - and money - that increasingly will have
tO,be employ~d if we now, and in the future, are to
e nJoy the qUlet walk , the relaxing fres h water swim
the casual cross country ski. The Association has ~ade
i ts central issue the quality of the lake water - to
keep it pure enough to drink - which it is. Water
testing, the d evelopment of a water quality laboratory
in the local high school , increasing meas ure s to
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control the quality of water running into the lake, the
development of modern sewage systems surrounding the
lake and paid for by tax dollars, the promotion of
building codes and zoning ordinances for shore
property, increasing state water safety patrols and the
development of an area-wide greenways plan, the
encouragement of conservancy areas - literally
thousands of individuals contributing in many ways.
such interest in these programs will have the
proliferate and spread in this country, and allover
the world, if we are going to continue to have a
successful search for solitude be part of our lives
during the next fifty years as the world population
surges to nine billion people.
A sad note as evidence for the thesis in the
Scientific American article on "Environment Change and
Violpnt Conflict" bears comment at this point. As the
zo ning and building codes around Lake Sunapee have
become more demanding the incidence of angry encounters
between property owners and the local governments has
risen.
Recently, just months ago, an enraged and
fr ustrated property owner entered the village offices
of Newbury, one of the three town s with shoreline on
Lake Sunapee. The man pulled a gun and shot three
village employees, t wo of them fatally.
The scientific
American article contains a picture of soldiers
patrolling a village in Assam , India, near which
members of a trIbe, thought to have taken over valuable
farmland, had been massacred.
Solitude and nine
billion people are going to have quite an interesting
time.
But for now I can report that the cry of the
loon, felt to be so representative of a relatively
pristine area, is still heard across the waters of Lake
Sunapee.
During a recent conversation with my brother, an
agronomist who ha s worked extensively in the Food and
Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, we
talked of the experience of solitude around the world.
He told me of an occurrence that was fascinating to me.
While in Bangladesh, a very densely populated country,
he was doing consulting wo rk in the Chittagong Hills

area.

As h e climbed up and through a lightly wooded
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slope he carne to a more open hilltop and paused to
enjoy the view, and the aloneness. His attention,
however, was invaded by a rather soft but steady noise,
a kind of hum that he found unfamiliar and could not
immediately identify.
Further, its source appeared to
have no clear direction.
He moved along the hilltop so
that he could see more of the vall ey and thereby
discover the nature of the soft yet clearly perceptible
hum.
As more of the valley was seen he was able to
view large areas of rice patties and then gradually
recognize that hundreds, or thousands, of people were
working, bent over, and their talking back and forth to
each other gave rise to the s ubtle yet clearly
registered sound.
In a country such as Bangladesh, to
be removed from the so und of human voices is not a
frequent accomplishment.
I wonder how often, or how
soon, that type of almost subliminal stimulation will
become more common or more the rule in our own environs
as it is now in much of Bangladesh .
An added factor likely plaguing my search for
solitude, in addition to changes in medical practice,
population increases, and the environmental changes
attend ing that, is th e influence of technological
developments.
And some of them appear to present
stimulation far in excess of subliminal.
I hardly know
where to start in laying out my concerns before you.
The detonations of th e boom boxes, the ever-present
headphones seemingly wiping out all outside stimulation
and facial expressions on the joggers accompanying me
on my walk, the insistent beep of the pager as I settle
in to enjoy a concert can offer significant beginnings.
But it seems, somewhat to my dismay, that I may be
accommodating to th ese commonplace observances.
What I
really think I'm troubled about has more to do with
features I believe are associated with the Information
Superhighway.
I don't intend to fight progress but I
do have my apprehension.
How to focus a few of the issues? The portable
telephone may demonstrate some trends, or perhaps all
kinds of telephone s. Modern telephone systems have
made tremendous contributions to the quality of life,
even if I resent ha vi ng a phone in my face as I ride in
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an airplane otherwise comfortable.
Recently, though,
it has seemed to me that the soaring number of car
phones, pocket phones, and their variants, are cr 7ating
an ambience in which people seem uncomfortable belng
alone and without a telephone - I don't mean in a
dangerous situation but more gener ally speaking. We
probably all know people now who have to have a phone
on their person in order to feel at ease. Obviously I
see such needs running counter to developing an
enjoyable and useful experience of solitude.
And now the telephone, or its modern renditions,
is a core player on the Information Superhighway. The
portable telephone can contain significant computer
capacity, a monitor and have access to cataracts of
information such as stock reports, the latest neWS,
messages from your electronic mail, in addition to your
everyday conversations.
IBM calls their model Simon I believe after "Simon knows." And I can tell you
straight out that I will want to leave home without
one.
The prediction is made that in the foreseeable
future Simon will have access to the 500 or so TV
channels that I've b ee n reading about . Five hundred!!
Now I'm told that we should make that one thousand!
I
have a hard ~nough time keeping away from TV as things
stand now. The chances are quiet rumination are not
looking up.
But remarkably, I do not fee l that I am a gloomy
Gus. The number of new book titl es and the number of
books sold is holding up well .
I sense a stronger,
less conflicted shift to environmental awareness and
markedly broadened citizen participation in
organizations like the Nature Conservancy.
I am
intrigued, though also worried , that tax levies for the
support of parks pass smartly even while school issues
flounder . And I'm even venturing to feel encouraged
that Americans overall, are so accustomed to personal
relationships with their physicians, and feel that such
relationships are essential, that the Health Care
Reform legislation will end up continuing to emphasize
the doctor-patient relationship.
Also, I share some of
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the optimism Gene Mihaly was expressing in his October
paper here " Unity I)eyond Diversity: The Emerging
American Id entify ." My hope is - as Gene used the
expression in hi s paper - that the "historic forces
driving toward on e people in America" can be transmuted
to forces creating global unity, the discouraging
current scene in ma ny areas of the world not
withstanding .
If that "unity beyond diversity" can be
rea li zed I see bette r chances for reflective
experiences.
While having Gene's thesis in mind I thought to
look for co ntemporar y evidence for his idea.
Where I '
found that evide nce was in my reading of the just
published book Sa rajevo , A War Journal by Zlatko
Dizdarevic, the edi tor of Liberation, the only still
functionin g newspape r in Sarajevo.
To quote from the
book jacket " Whi l e witnessing the gradual destruction
o f h is city Zlatk o Dizdarevic shows us the heroism and
humanity of Sarajevo 's citizens as they try to surv ive
the siege set by the Serbian nation alists , and as the y
do their best to preserve what has been call ed
Sarajevo's 'unique amalgam of peoples, cul tures, faiths
and styles.' Thr oughout the book Zlatko Dizdarevic
maintain s his digni ty and fine sense of irony - despite
the unfathoma ble car nage that surrounds him, despite
th e cynical lying of politicians and generals and
desp i te the indiffere nce of the outside world.
- He
does not succumb to resignation but sustains his hopes
for a de mocr atic worl d of toleranc e a nd peaceful
coexistence."
May it be the worl d's fate that s u ch qualities can
prolifer ate a nd not o nly i n response to s u c h dreadful
events as those i n the former Yugoslavia.
So my perambulatio n conclude s . As I fi nish, I
want to tell you about on e of my happenstances that
occurred while r was writing th is paper.
It may turn
out to be my Ace in the Hole.
All of yo u are on
maili~g lists that regularly o ffer you cha nge s to live
l uxurlously and learn languidly while traveling around
the world.
So apropos to my theme of so litud e was the
flyer I r 0ce ntl y received wit h an offer to tra vel on
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the Trans-Mongolian and the Trans-Siberian Rail Lines
on the orient Express that I've placed the brochure in
a convenient file.
So - if in spite of my optimism the
walk to Mt. Storm turn s sour you'll know where to look
for Bobby and me.

ELIZAB~TH

February 14, 1994

TAYLOR LOVES ME
Howard L. Tomb, III

I saw Elizabeth Taylor in A PLACE IN THE SUN when
I was 14. The year was 1951. I fell in love with
love .. . and certainly with Elizabeth Taylor. No one
could be more beauti f ul, alluring, and, yet, so very
vulner able .
What is it that makes her so delicious? Her face-a paragon of lovelines s . Her eyes--deep, dark pools
framed in thick, luxurious lashes. That straight, but
entire ly femini n e no se . And , oh, those luscious,
upturn ed, i nviting lips. All individually perfect
elemen ts comi ng togeth er to create this divinity.
To
paraph rase Cezanne when commenting on Monet's work,
"All he has is an eye ... but what an eye." All
Elizabeth Taylor had was a face ... but, my, what a face.
Also, her body--particularly at 17--had its
attractions.
Adolescent love consumes.
I saw the movie six
times.
I c hok ed on love. The screenplay is dreary,
the acting melodramatic and overdrawn, the characters
undevelop ed , but the beauty of Elizabeth Taylor and
Montgomery Clift triumphs ove r all these deficiencies
even now. Rent the film; it's wo nd erfully romantic.
A torch has been carried for this angel of beauty
for mo re than 30 years. So when the opportunity came
to re ally meet her, to talk with her, to maybe even

